Dear Diner,

Our 210th **Sunday Lunch** and walk will take place on **Sunday 24th February** and the venue will be **The Stackpole Inn** at **Stackpole**, near Pembroke, followed by a visit to one of the local beauty spots, or **St. Govan’s Chapel and Stack Rocks**, depending on weather and preferences.

**SatNav:** SA71 5DF

On reaching **Pembroke**, get off the one-way system onto the **lower road**, (Well Hill and Orange Way) and take the **B4319** to **Stackpole, Bosherston & Castlemartin**. When you reach the top of the hill out of Pembroke, be sure to **turn left** at the **new junction** to **Stackpole & Castlemartin** (after passing the Grid pylons) on the new section of road.

**Ignore turnings for Stackpole** until you have reached and passed through **St. Petrox** with its tall tower. Take the **next left turn to Stackpole**. The wooded road takes you to the South side of the village, and you will find **The Stackpole Inn** on your left hand side. Park at the side of the Inn or in the car park opposite.

There is an alternative route from **Lamphey** to **Freshwater East** and **Trewent**, then on to **Stackpole**, but the road is narrow; not for the faint hearted.

A decision on where to visit afterwards will be made at The Stackpole Inn; it will depend on the weather conditions.

**Get there before 12.30 p.m.**

Phone Philip on **01834 844668** by **Saturday 16th February** if you are coming.

Late, lost or can’t make it? Philip's mobile is **07484 257762**.

We need to confirm numbers for a table.